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The use of simulated environments for research and training is common as
simulation technology became more widespread, thus enabling its use in
transportation, medicine, military and even industrial settings. One of the
major challenges while using these types of systems is reducing the stimuli
conflict effect that is known as simulation sickness or motion sickness. One
way to do this is by developing an acclimation protocol to the environment
(Ronen & Yair, 2013). While this may not reduce the symptoms entirely, it
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may lower them.

Dr. Adi Ronen, a friend and a colleague was a Human Physiologist who
specialized in Human performance and Human Factors. He studied work
under physiological limitations; looking at how physiological, performance
and subjective changes occur while performing tasks, and how technology
or various substances (e.g., THC, energy drinks and alcohol) influence those
changes. He was also a gifted lecturer and researcher and one of the
initiators of the BGU Human Subjects Ethics Committee. He is missed.

In the present study, a semi-immersive dome shaped simulator that consists
of a 180 concave screen was used for a surveillance mission in a small
virtual village. Participants were asked to detect target barrels while moving
with a joystick under two different conditions: no time pressure with static

objects located in the scenario (calm, low rate) and a time pressure
scenario with dynamic objects (high tempo).

Fig. 1. Left: the simulated environment from the perspective of the walker; Center:
the surveillance task, participants had to search for barrels (zoomed for emphasis);
Right: the village environment.

Twenty participants each performed the task twice - low rate scenario
followed by the high tempo or in reverse order. SSQ (Kennedy & Lane, 1993),
heart rate, and performance measure; average speed of movement, flow of
movement and number of search points (barrels) found were evaluated.

Green-distracters , Red-barrel locations, Blue –start point

Fig. 2. Left: High tempo scenario with large number of distracters, dynamic
distracters and time limit of 5 min (142 elements). Right: Calm scenario
with few distracters and no time limit (29 elements).
Table 1. SSQ rates for order by scenario

Order

SSQ

Calm →High tempo

242 (SE=93)

190(93)

higher when performing first the high rate task (Table 1). Primary exposure

High tempo →Calm

558 (93)

351(93)

to the task played a major role of reducing simulation sickness while using

F (1,36)=6.6, p<.015

Results indicated that self-reported simulation sickness was significantly

this setup. Heart rate indicated upon a minor reduction of physiological

This study implicates how important it is to use an adaptation protocol to a

strain during the second period of the experiment, regardless of tempo.

dynamic virtual environment setup. The preliminary results reported here

With regard to performance measures, participants were always better in

show how a gradual introduction to the complexity of the scenario can

the calm scenario than in the high tempo one, regardless of the order, and

improve SSQ scores tremendously. Yet, more research is needed before

no interaction.

more general guidelines can be formulated with regard to preparation of
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